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Introduction to the New Exam
For anyone studying the NEBOSH NG1, IG1, NGC1 or IGC1 unit, a new, ‘open-book’ exam has been introduced
to replace the current invigilated exam. This new format allows candidates to complete their qualification without
needing to attend an exam venue, while maintaining the high standards and robust assessment strategy for which
NEBOSH is renowned. This guide contains information and advice on how best to prepare for this exam.
NEBOSH has prepared detailed information on the open book examinations along with a number of useful resources
which you can access here. You must read and familiarise yourself with the resources NEBOSH have provided, this
guide is a complementary document not a replacement for NEBOSH guidance.
An ‘open-book’ exam means exactly what the name suggests: you are allowed to access your study text and other
materials during the exam. However, it will require more than simply copying text to answer the exam questions; you
will need to demonstrate that you understand the subject matter and can apply the topics appropriately - and this
needs preparing for. We will share advice and suggestions on how to do this later in this guide.
The NEBOSH General Certificate open-book exam differs from the traditional question-and-answer type format and
will instead consist of a realistic workplace scenario which may describe a developing situation such as an incident or
safety intervention, and you may be asked to assume a particular role, for example a safety manager. You will then be
asked to carry out some tasks and each task will consist of one or more questions, where your answers will be relevant
to the scenario.
Another crucial difference between the two exam formats is the duration; since this exam isn’t invigilated and
requires time to prepare your answers, you have a 24-hour window in which to prepare, complete and submit the
exam, therefore allowing for enough time to reflect and detail your answers. It may sound like a lot of time, but
there is a lot you will need to do. Don’t worry though - we will outline what you need to do in those 24 hours to
successfully finish the exam.
NEBOSH specifies 4 to 5 hours to complete the exam; the 24 hours allow for you to prepare and choose the best
time of day for you to work on the exam - it does not mean you should be working all of that time.
There is a word count currently specified of 3,000 words in total which you would not be expected to exceed. Note
that the word count is subject to change by NEBOSH. The word count might provide a guide how extensive your
answers should be. You also have the choice to type your answers or hand-write them. Assuming the word count is
distributed across all the questions, then 10-mark questions require around 300 words while 15-mark questions would
require around 450 words.
In addition to this guide, you must read the NEBOSH Open Book Examination Learner Guide and the Open Book
Examination: Technical Learning Guide, which you can download here.

Preparing for the Exam
Open-book exams require advance planning. As you work through your studies, it’s important to familiarise yourself
with the study materials so that, at the time of the exam, you can find what you need quickly. RRC’s course materials
cover all the syllabus topics but to ensure that you do well in the exam, we recommend doing some additional
reading. The study text provides some useful links to external sources - look out for the ‘More…’ boxes within the
materials, these contain useful links to relevant topics. (More guidance on wider reading later in this guide.)
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MORE...
Follow the links below to read more about work-related violence and personal safety:
www.hse.gov.uk/violence
www.suzylamplugh.org
‘More…’ boxes provide relevant links to further reading material (taken from RRC’s IG2 Study Text)
At the time of the exam, you should not be reading information from your course materials for the first time or even
re-reading the study text, you will simply run out of time. Being familiar with the materials will give you more time to
concentrate on the scenario and less on frantic searching!
Don’t forget that the normal requirements of an invigilated exam don’t apply, so you can highlight and annotate your
materials to help you locate topics easily and use your notes on the day. The Open University webpage has some
great tips on highlighting and annotating materials for revision purposes, here.
Keep your notes organised in advance; by doing so, you will be able to easily identify the relevant parts to compose
your answers. This will ensure you optimise your time during the exam.

How to Organise your Notes
As you work through your materials and organise your notes, keep in mind that the exam questions will not be
looking for word-for-word facts quoted in your study text. Rather, the answers to the exam questions are all about
interpretation and application of the facts, and demonstrating that you understand how topics connect with each
other. This may seem overwhelming at first since there is a lot of content to get through - so here are a few tips on
how to keep your notes organised and make them easily accessible:
•

Make sure your notes are clear and legible.

•

Use flash cards for handy prompts or reminders, such as definitions or formulae.

•

Use coloured highlighters for any important topics, you can create your own colour coding system, for example
yellow highlighting for definitions, green highlighting for legal references, etc.

•

Page markers or sticky notes are a great way to help you find content quickly.

•

Draw mind maps; they are an excellent way to see how topics link with each other.

•

Make a poster that summarises a topic area.

•

Make a note of relevant web searches or links.

•

Include any responses to queries you raised with your tutor.
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Strong + Positive Culture = good
performance
Weak + Negative Culture = poor
performance
Flash cards are great for learning definitions. Stick them on
your fridge or office door

An example of a mind map on the main ideas of the Health and Safety at Work Act
For mind map how-tos and tips, here are some useful links:
Mind Mapping: Writing Centre Learner Guide
The University Blog: Mind Mapping to Help Study
University of Portsmouth: Mind Mapping
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Revising for the Exam
One of the most common misconceptions about open-book exams is that there’s no need to revise for them. In fact,
you should study for them just as you would for any other exam! You won’t be asked to recall information in the same
way as for a closed-book exam but you still need the knowledge in order to apply it effectively and you need to be
able to demonstrate that you have met the learning outcomes. Remember, the exam presents you with a problem in
the form of a scenario to which you will need to give a solution, so you will need to use your knowledge and apply it
to solve the problem.

Revision Tips
There is some useful information in your Unit 1 Study Text on how to tackle revision so here is a reminder of the
main points:

Using the RRC Course Material
Read through all of the topics multiple times. This might be done by skimming over all of the content of Unit 1 to get
a feel for structure and topics, followed by a more thorough read-through that jumps over the most complex topic
areas, then a detailed read where you attempt to crack the complex topics.
Remember that understanding the information, and being able to remember and recall it, are two different skills. As
you read the course material, you should understand it. In the exam, you have to be able to remember, recall and
apply it. To do this successfully, most people have to go back over the material repeatedly.
Check your basic knowledge of the content of each element by reading the element Summary. The Summary should
help you recall the ideas contained in the text. If it does not, then you may need to re-visit the appropriate sections of
the element.

Using the Syllabus Guide
Download a copy of the NEBOSH Guide to the course, which contains the syllabus, from the NEBOSH website.
Map your level of knowledge and recall against Elements 1-4 (Elements 1-5 if you are taking the 2014 specification
course) in the syllabus guide. Look at the content listed for each element in the guide. Ask yourself the following
question:
‘If there is a question in the exam about that topic, could I answer it?’
You can even score your current level of knowledge for each topic in Unit 1 of the syllabus guide and then use your
scores as an indication of your personal strengths and weaknesses. For example, if you scored yourself 5 out of 5 for a
topic in Element 1, then obviously you don’t have much work to do on that subject as you approach the exam. But if
you scored yourself 2 out of 5 for a topic in Element 3 then you have identified an area of weakness. Having identified
your strengths and weaknesses in this way, you can use this information to decide on the topic areas that you need to
concentrate on as you revise for the exam.
You can also annotate or highlight sections of the text that you think are important.
Another way of using the syllabus guide is as an active revision aid:
•

Pick a topic at random from any of the Unit 1 elements.

•

Write down as many facts and ideas that you can recall that are relevant to that particular topic. Go back to your
course material and see what you missed, and fill in the missing areas.
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Setting Up for the Exam Day
Unlike the invigilated Unit 1 exam paper, there is no need to complete a
mock test for this assessment but to increase your chances of success and
improve your confidence, we strongly advise that you complete a mock
exam and get feedback from your tutor to prepare you for the real exam.
It is also recommended that you study in the same room and environment
where you will carry out the exam, to ensure you are comfortable and set
for the exam.
There are some things you can do to ensure you have the best possible setup for the day:
•

Make sure you can sit comfortably so that you are not distracted
by uncomfortable posture. Ensure good lighting and a comfortable
temperature.

•

Know where your study materials are so that you spend less time looking for them at the time of the exam. Have
your study materials within easy reach.

•

If you live with anyone, make sure they are aware of when you are taking an exam to avoid unnecessary
interruptions and distractions. Placing a friendly sign on your door may be a useful reminder for them!

•

Switch off your phone, television and any other devices that may distract you.

•

Have water and snacks handy.

•

Ensure you can keep your computer charged up.

•

If you can’t take the exam at home, book a quiet room with good lighting, charging point and internet
connection.

What to Do on the Day
On the day of the exam, you will be able to access the exam from 9.00 am BST by logging in to the NEBOSH
platform and downloading the file. You will have 24 hours to do the exam, starting from when the exam paper
becomes available. This does not mean it should take you 24 hours to do the exam, nor does it mean that you
have to be working for all that time; the 24-hour window is designed to allow time for you to read and analyse the
exam questions, access your course materials, plan your answers, complete and submit the assessment, as well as
take necessary breaks and fulfill your other everyday commitments. The paper should take around 4 to 5 hours to
complete so make sure you are aware of the time.
So, how do you best utilise this time?
This is when your planning, studying and hard work will pay off. You will have your materials ready so you will be set
up for a strong start.
You are not expected to write more than 3,000 words in total. You are allowed a 10% margin - you will not gain marks
for going beyond this, so your answers should be relevant, concise and focused.
RRC would strongly advise that you do not write more than 3,300 words in case examiners choose not to read
beyond 3,300 words and you therefore miss out on marks.
Use your time wisely: work at your own pace but don’t leave everything until the last minute. Review your materials,
draft up your answers and allow time to make amendments. Take time to read the exam questions carefully. Refer to
your prepared materials and notes with the following in mind:
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•

Your work should be your own, in other words do not copy content without referencing the source or this counts
as plagiarism (more on referencing and plagiarism later).

•

Do not communicate with anyone about the assessment.

•

Do not ask or allow anyone to proof-read or help you with your work.

Another common mistake when doing an open-book exam is to refer to as many materials as possible; don’t fall into
this trap, you must be selective! Use only the materials that you need - again, this is why preparing them in advance is
so important!
Don’t become over-reliant on materials either, you must apply your own knowledge and argument. You want the
materials to support your answer, not take over!
For details on how to download and submit your exam, please read the NEBOSH’s Technical Learner Guide here.

Approaching the Exam Questions
The open-book exam will test you on your ability to, “demonstrate analytical, evaluation and creative skills as well as
critical thinking” and how you apply your learning to your answers. In other words, you will need to show what you
can do with your knowledge to solve the problems presented to you – and this may take practice.
The following example scenario and suggested answer illustrate how to approach the question, so make sure you read
this section carefully.

Example Scenario
“You are a newly appointed health and safety officer for a district council. The council has a fleet of six refuse
collection vehicles with fifty team members in the refuse collection team. One of the employees, a driver of one of
the vehicles, has reported a minor incident. A reversing vehicle has struck another vehicle in the car park causing very
minor damage.
The worker has reported the incident to the Street Scene Manager. The manager’s minimal investigation found that
the operator was to blame because insufficient attention was paid when the vehicle was reversing.
The worker was advised to be more careful in the future or disciplinary action would be taken.
At the next health and safety committee for the Street Scene Team you are discussing incident statistics and incident
investigations that have taken place. Some of the committee members (worker representatives mostly) discredit the
investigation into the reversing vehicle incident.
How would you convince the other committee members to reopen the investigation? (10)”

How to Answer the Question
Familiarise yourself with the study text materials/notes/flashcards/mind maps and your notes on incident
investigation. Your notes will guide you to other information on incident investigation such as HSG245 ‘Investigating
Accidents and Incidents’. This may be a PDF document on your desktop, or a downloaded version with highlighted
sections from where you have looked at this document before. Try to visualise the scenario. You can use your web
browser to research any terms that you are unfamiliar with.
Read the information provided in the scenario carefully. Consider that the information provided is all relevant and
there are key indicators given to direct your answer. A key piece of information is that the investigation was ‘minimal’.
Your research will have indicated that a minimal investigation should be used for unlikely or rare occurrences with
the potential for only minor injury. However, the worst possible event involving a reversing vehicle (especially one as
large as a refuse vehicle) would be a fatality. You are advised that worker representatives “discredit the investigation”
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and from a minimal investigation it’s likely that the manager only looked for immediate causes. This is consistent with
the worker being blamed and no other causes being followed up. You are asked how you would convince the ‘other’
committee members to reopen the investigation. The ‘other’ members are likely to be management or employer
representatives because the worker representatives want the investigation reopened. From your studies you will know
that persuasive justification for managing safety can be covered under moral, legal, and financial reasons.
You could now consider an ‘answer plan’.
•

Incident investigation:
–– Purpose of investigation.
–– Immediate causes.
–– Underlying causes.
–– Root causes.

•

Examples of immediate/underlying and root causes.

•

How to take the investigation further - ‘5 whys’.

•

Persuasive reasons to reopen the investigation:
–– Moral.
–– Legal.
–– Financial.

•

Examples of moral, legal and financial reasons.

Suggested Answer (Remember to Relate This to the Scenario)
The committee members may have little or no experience on investigating accidents. I would advise them that the immediate cause
of an incident would be the unsafe acts or unsafe conditions that led to the reversing vehicle striking the other vehicle. A mediumor high-level investigation should establish why this happened.
The committee could be given examples of unsafe acts and conditions that a medium- or high-level investigation may have
revealed, e.g. damage to the vehicle’s mirrors, faulty reversing camera or lack of a reversing assistant. Unsafe conditions may
include poor levels of lighting or reversing too quickly.
A ‘5 whys’ analysis could be used to further establish that the underlying causes themselves were caused by management system
failings such as inadequate training of the worker. These are known as ‘root causes’ and without establishing the root causes, the
incident may be repeated with another vehicle and another worker - but this time it may be pedestrians are involved and Street
Scene would be investigating a fatality. This is morally and legally unacceptable.
I would advise that root causes may be organisational failures, job-related matters or personal factors. We may even find that
we have not complied with legislation due to poor maintenance of the vehicle or lack of management systems of work. I would
also advise committee members that monitoring safe systems of work was a legal duty that required a more complete incident
investigation to take place.
Without a clear identification of the causes of the incident corrective action to prevent a recurrence would not be taken. I could go
further and explain that the purpose of investigation is not to find someone to blame but to prevent a recurrence. This cannot be
achieved without the full commitment of everyone in Street Scene.
This answer has 296 words which is within 10% of the target set of our assumed maximum of 300 words for a 10
mark question - so we can keep within the suggested word count (if it is set at 3,000 words). As you complete your
answer, refer to the documents and materials you have assembled to remind yourself of incident investigation, and be
careful not to copy anything from the materials you have used without quoting the source. Keep an eye on the word
count to make sure you don’t go over the allocated amount of words.
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Example of an Insufficient Answer
Investigating accidents and incidents explains why you need to carry out investigations and takes you through 4 steps of the
process:
•

Gathering information.

•

Analysing the information.

•

Identifying risk control measures.

•

The action plan and its implementation.

Gathering information is about the where and who of the event. Photographs and interviews are ways to gather information.
Analysis of the information is what happened and why it happened. Human error should be considered at this stage. Then you
need to identify control measures to prevent a recurrence. When you have identified control measures, create an action plan using
the SMART planning technique
Immediate cause: the most obvious reason why an adverse event happens, e.g. the guard is missing, the employee slips, etc. There
may be several immediate causes identified in any one adverse event. Immediate causes include:
•

Inadequate safety devices.

•

Poor housekeeping.

•

Operator error.

•

Wearing unsuitable footwear.

The root causes are also known as management, planning or organisational failings.
There are three types of safety cultures: blame, no blame, and a just culture. It’s clear this organisation has a blame culture and
attempting to apportion blame is counterproductive, people become defensive and uncooperative. Only after a full investigation,
not a minimal investigation, should individuals be blamed.
This answer has not used the scenario supplied and is far too general in its approach to attract many marks. It also
lacks substance and detail. The explanation given would not encourage the reopening of the investigations because
it has no moral or legal persuasion to convince the safety committee. Bullet pointed lists do not provide sufficient
evidence of your knowledge. The examiner will only have the words you have used to allocate marks against. What
does ‘poor housekeeping’ mean related to the scenario? The examiner cannot guess what you mean and award marks
against what it’s thought you mean. You must be clear in your explanation, so your knowledge is demonstrated.
This answer also uses acronyms, e.g. ‘SMART’. Using an acronym seldom demonstrates knowledge, it is a far better
response to write the words out fully before using the acronym. It would also be clear that significant sections of the
answer are plagiarised from documents produced by the HSE. If the examiner investigated some of the phrases used,
and found they reproduce someone else’s work, further assessment would take place and a malpractice investigation
conducted.
The same scenario would be used to ask questions related to safety culture, reporting requirements, active/reactive
monitoring, etc.

NEBOSH Sample Papers
Now have a go yourself, you can access NG/NGC sample paper here; for an IG/IGC sample paper, click here.
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Wider Reading, Research and References
During the open book exam you are allowed to access many different types of resources such as RRC study text and
revision guides, professional journals, digital resources on the Internet such as HSE guidance, bilingual dictionaries, etc.
Remember though that this is not a substitute for thorough study of your course materials and specific preparation in
the form of revision to ensure that you are familiar with all the topic areas included in the syllabus. NEBOSH “will not
be looking for anything from your answers that has not been covered in the Unit syllabus”.
NEBOSH has designed the open book exam “to assess the same learning outcomes to the same level” as the previous
method of examination. It will “measure your depth of understanding” and require you to apply your knowledge to
the scenario given rather than simply recalling memorised information. It is therefore “very important that you are
prepared for the assessment”.

Wider Reading and Research
As part of your preparation, NEBOSH recommends that you should:
•

“Complete wider reading so you don’t have to do this during the examination.”

•

Conduct “wider research to understand how your studies relate to the real world”.

To help with this you should make use of the MORE... boxes included in your course material. These highlight
additional resources related to the topics you’ve been studying. Reading them will assist you in increasing the depth of
your understanding and applying it to real life situations.
The links in MORE... boxes are current at the time of publication of your materials but may have changed since, e.g.
due to an item being moved elsewhere, being replaced or perhaps withdrawn from publication altogether.

HINTS AND TIPS
If the link in a MORE... box no longer works, you can search for the item in question by entering its title in a
search engine such as Google or Bing. This should lead you to its current location if it’s still available on the
Web. In the event that it’s no longer available, your tutor may be able to suggest a replacement.
If a link to a section of the HSE website no longer works, you may be able to find a current link by searching
the HSE website. (The A-Z topic list at the foot of the screen is a useful starting point.)

Your wider reading may also include research using other resources mentioned in your course materials or resources
that you’ve found yourself, perhaps by entering a topic name in a search engine. Always be careful though to use only
authoritative sources for your research, such as Government or official websites, and to safeguard the security of your
personal information.

Making Use of Your Resources
NEBOSH states that “You are expected to offer your own analysis and presentation of information gained from
research”. So you need to:
•

Organise your notes in advance so that you can find things quickly.

•

Use your own words to express what you’ve learned and apply the knowledge you’ve gained.

You are permitted though to make reference to sources, ideas or work of other people or organisations. Where you
do so, it’s important to acknowledge where that information comes from because your open book exam response
must be your own work and you don’t want to be guilty of plagiarism and subject to investigation by NEBOSH.
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References
You will need to provide a list of references at the end of your answer document and there is a dedicated section for
references in the NEBOSH answer sheet. Information and examples of how to reference are provided below.
Direct Citations
You may want to quote specifically from a publication you’ve accessed. Here you should put the quote in inverted
commas and make it clear where it’s from. (See also Reference List below.)
Example:
HSE guidance INDG163 states that “A risk assessment is not about creating huge amounts of paperwork, but rather
about identifying sensible measures to control the risks in your workplace”.
Indirect Citations
You may just want to refer to information that you’ve read without quoting from it directly. In this case, express it in
your own words but making sure that you identify the source. (See also Reference List below.)
Example:
HSE guidance (INDG163) identifies five steps to risk assessment.
Reference List
Your exam answers should include a list of the materials you’ve referred to – those you’ve quoted from , those you’ve
mentioned and any other materials that you looked at during the exam. This doesn’t count towards the word limit for
your answers and it would be best to make the list as you write your answers to ensure that the list is complete.
We don’t recommend using the Harvard (or any other) referencing system for this purpose because NEBOSH has
indicated that a simple list is all that is required.
Your list should include:
•

the title of the publication/document,

•

the author,

•

the year of issue, and

•

a Web address (for Internet publications).

Example:
HSG65 Managing for health and safety, HSE, 2013
(https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg65.pdf)
INDG163 Risk assessment – A brief guide to controlling risks in the workplace, HSE, 2014
(https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg163.pdf)
(In the above Example:
•

INDG163 is included because quoted from and referred to in the text.

•

HSG65 is included because consulted during the exam.)
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Plagiarism and Malpractice
You should follow the instructions and adhere to the guidance on the open-book exam. The answers that you submit
must be your own. Any cases of suspected plagiarism will be investigated and any breaches will be dealt with in line
with NEBOSH’s malpractice policy which you can find here.
You must ensure that what you submit is your own work and if you quote or paraphrase anyone else’s work, this must
be referenced or it would constitute plagiarism.
The following counts as plagiarism:
•

Inserting another author’s sentences, paragraphs and ideas without referencing them, whether these are
published or unpublished.

•

Paraphrasing another author’s work without referencing them.

•

Collaborating with someone else (e.g. another learner) and submitting work that is either identical or very similar
to theirs while claiming it was your own work.

•

Paying someone to complete the work for you and submitting it as your own.

•

Impersonation - when you ask someone else to complete the work for you and you pass it off as your own.

Your open-book exam will be marked by a NEBOSH examiner and will be scrutinised for plagiarism.
When taking a non-invigilated open-book exam you will need to declare that your submission is your own work and
that you have not received help from anyone else. You will need to confirm you have read, understood and abided by
NEBOSH’s rules, by signing a ‘Learner Statement’.
Please note that NEBOSH reserves the right to submit your assessment to a plagiarism detection software package.
There will also be a closing interview you must attend. Failure to attend the closing interview will be treated as
malpractice. Please refer to the NEBOSH earner guide and malpractice policy linked in this document.
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